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The Story

The idyllic Isle of Todday is just a dot on the map. But its peace is threatened by the invasion of officials from the mainland. They plan to turn it into a rocket base.
The Ministry of Protection send Hugh Mander to explore the island and report on the people. His mission is hush-hush.
On the boat he meets and falls in love with Janet, a schoolteacher on the island.
Hugh is immediately accepted by the islanders. Even Father James welcomes him enthusiastically.
But while Hugh is establishing good relations, rocket experts Watchorn, Dr. Hamburger and Wishart are ready to put their plans into operation. They land by helicopter and call a meeting in the village hall. Todday is to be a rocket base. Hugh is exposed.
Wishart tells the islanders the base will bring prosperity. But few are impressed. Plans to thwart the scheme begin to take shape.
A guided missile from the mainland becomes misguided and lands on Todday. Any doubts the islanders might have had are swept away. The establishment of the base must be prevented at all costs.
Janet, now no longer speaking to Hugh, is leader of the rebels. As her father’s shop is also the post office, calls to the mainland suddenly become difficult.
Sheep and goats are always in the wrong place at the right moment. Even the children join in the sabotage.
And when a bulldozer is landed on the island it is not an accident that sends it hurtling into the sea.
Only Captain Waggett, living in retirement on the island, is worried. He welcomes the new base. Anything connected with the army fascinates him. Eviction orders begin to pour into Todday. People must leave homes which have been in their family for hundreds of years. Rebels barricade their doors.
Only public opinion can save us, thinks Janet. And suddenly, as she watches a nesting gull, she has an idea. You can do anything with people, but who would dare to disturb the nesting of a rare bird? A Government decision to evacuate Todday spurs Janet on. Pink gulls must be discovered!
They are!
Within days the gulls are headlined in newspapers all over the world. Public opinion is so strong that even the Government cannot hold out against it. Pink gulls must be saved for posterity. Todday must be reprieved!
It is. And the only surprised people are Janet, Hugh (now reconciled with the girl he loves) and Father James. For when the gulls lay their eggs they, too, are pink!
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